
Scout Gaming launches Esports
Scout Gaming is launching Esports across its network of partners. Initial roll out has begun and will be expanded upon during
coming weeks.

Scout Gaming intends to roll out Esports to its full client base in near term, opening up the reach of its products and B2B partners to the
fast growing and developing Esports market. End-users on the Scout Network will be able to indulge themselves in Esports gameplay in
Scout’s award-winning Fantasy Sports tournaments as well as recent and upcoming game innovations such as Player Matchup, Player
Performance Odds and the soon to be unveiled sports jackpot game.

Scout Gaming’s platform will support a wide set of Esports, including popular titles such as FIFA, NBA 2K, Virtual Formula 1, CS:GO,
LoL, and DOTA2. Gameplay on Esport via Scout’s products is currently available on partner sites such as Fanteam.com, Stoiximan.gr,
Strendus.com.mx and Bethard.se with additional launches planned during coming weeks. In parallel, sports and playable events
systematically expand in order to meet demand.

“We have been seeking the optimal timing to launch our Esports portfolio. Since traditional sports worldwide is in temporary lockdown, the
timing becomes ideal. After some initial tests of Esports Fantasy and Esport Player performance odds, with a great result, we are excited
about the launch”, comments Scout Gaming's CEO, Andreas Ternstrom.

For further information, please contact:
Andreas Ternstrom, CEO
Tel: +46 706 770 660
Email: andreas.ternstrom@scoutgaminggroup.com

About Scout Gaming Group
Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports. The company offers a flexible and customizable
network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports and leagues through an in-house StatCenter which also provides
real-time information to players. Local sports can be provided on request. The Group is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden with
development and operations in Bergen, Norway, and Lviv, Ukraine. Sales, support, and product management is handled from the office in
Malta. Scout Gaming is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market and the Certified Adviser is Redeye AB. Contact details:
Certifiedadviser@redeye.se, +46 (0)8 121 576 90.


